
LEARNING GOALS

1. understand the benefits of Puppy Start Right Online Preschool
2. use the benefits in your marketing messages
3. understand the benefits of the Puppy Start Right  

Preschool Videos
4. understand how to determine your class size
5. recognize how this class differs from other online classes
6. understand the limitations of online classes for  

puppy interactions
7. consider options to incorporate into your puppy start online 

preschool program to eliminate or minimize limitations
8. recognize people’s perspectives and common misconceptions 

about online learning
9. understand the benefits of combining online and  

in-person classes
10. offer the class in a format like puppy start right  

preschool format
11. know the optimal time for class length
12. understand the options for class enrollment
13. provide alternative options for people outside of your local 

area for social experiences coaching
14. understand the benefits of offering complimentary  

audit options
15. deliver client packages efficiently
16. set up client video accounts on their behalf
17. track video account codes and information
18. use the provided email templates to reduce  

administration time

After completing the course, you will be able to:Puppy Start Right 
for Instructors: 
Online Preschool 
is a comprehensive 
course covering 
how to teach 
and deliver an 
online version of 
Puppy Start Right 
Preschool™ to your 
training clients.  

The course 
covers marketing 
strategies, 
online classroom 
management, 
ways to combine 
online and in-
person classes, and 
includes instructor 
guides for your 
online puppy 
classes.
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19. understand the technology requirements to successfully teach 
Puppy Start Right Online Preschool

20. know what to look for when choosing an online platform to 
host your online classes

21. understand the format of Puppy Start Right Online  
Preschool classes

22. use Puppy Start Right Online Preschool instructor outlines  
for each class


